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Defining a battery set parameter space 

Discretizing parameter space 
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Specifying hyperparameters 
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AUTONOMOUS SCREENING AND mended tests by repeating from the random subset testing 
OPTIMIZATION OF BATTERY FORMATION step above , and validating final recommended policies . 

AND CYCLING PROCEDURES According to one aspect of the invention , the parameter 
space includes a number of cycling steps , a cycling time , a 

CROSS - REFERENCE TO RELATED 5 state - of - charge ( SOC ) range , and a boundary on a minimum 
APPLICATIONS and maximum current , voltage , resistance and / or tempera 

ture per cycling step . 
This application claims priority from U.S. Provisional In another aspect of the invention , the parameter space 

Patent Application 62 / 573,561 filed Oct. 17 , 2017 , which is includes a multi - step parameter space to optimize formation 
incorporated herein by reference . 10 cycling or charging rate in a series of defined ranges of the 

SOC within a specified amount of time , where each the step 
FIELD OF THE INVENTION controls a percentage of each the SOC range , where each 

SOC range is independent from the other SOC ranges , where 
The current invention relates to battery optimization . a final SOC range is a summation of all the SOC ranges prior 

More particularly , the invention relates to a method of 15 to the final SOC range . 
screening a multidimensional parameter space of battery cell In a further aspect of the invention , the resource hyper 
formation and cycling protocols , and optimizing within it . parameters includes a number of available testing channels , 

and a number of batches . 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION In one aspect of the invention , the parameter space 

20 hyperparameters includes a mean and standard deviation of 
Battery optimization today is often performed by key a lifetime across all the policies , and a standard deviation of 

tasks , that include unoptimized empirical testing , in which a single policy tested multiple times . 
test parameters are chosen arbitrarily . Under - validated In yet another aspect of the invention , the algorithm 
physiochemical models have been used , which are not hyperparameters include a degree of similarity between 
sufficient to optimize these processes . Implementation of 25 neighboring the policies in the parameter space , an explo 
limited data analysis has been tried , in which only " sum- ration constant to control a balance of exploration versus 
mary ” data is used that discards important insights . exploitation , and a decay constant of the exploitation con 

Optimization of battery protocols is a major bottleneck in stant per round . 
lithium - ion battery development and deployment . These According to one aspect of the invention , the preliminary 
protocols may include fast charging , in which multistep fast 30 set of cells are configured to generate data to develop the 
charging protocols may lead to higher cycle life with lower early prediction model , quantify a mean , a standard devia 
charging times ; formation cycling ( typically performed tion , and a range of lifetime over the parameter space , and 
immediately after cell assembly in the factory ) , in which quantify an intrinsic cell - to - cell variation for nominally 
complex formation protocols may reduce the formation time identical cells cycled with nominally identical cycling con 
( thereby reducing cost ) while increasing the cycle life and / or 35 ditions . 
safety ; and usage conditions , in which an application with In one aspect , the invention further includes a multi - phase 
flexible power draw requirements can be optimized for OED , where the multi - phase OED includes a first round and 
maximum lifetime . a second round of closed - loop testing , where the first round 

The common challenges in these optimizations are both includes performing a preliminary classification of policies 
high dimensionality and high manufacturing variance . Two 40 into a low - lifetime policy group or a high - lifetime policy 
approaches are currently performed to probe these large group , where quantitative prediction is not required . 
parameter spaces : model optimization and grid search . Opti- In another aspect , the invention further includes a 
mizing models of battery degradation is an attractive dynamic early prediction , where the dynamic early predic 
approach due to its low cost ( computational , not physical ) ; tion including the collected preliminary set of cells is 
however , current battery models are of insufficient complex- 45 relaxed in size as more data is collected if a confidence in the 
ity and accuracy to capture all relevant degradation modes , prediction is increased . 
as well as manufacturing variation . Grid search , i.e. experi- According to another aspect , the invention further 
mentally testing these settings multiple times , is accurate but includes multi - cell sampling per policy within a test policy 
expensive in terms of time , testing equipment , and cells . round , where the multi - cell sampling is directed to one or 

more cells of interest within the test policy round . 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
To address the needs in the art , a method of probing a 

multidimensional parameter space of battery cell formation FIG . 1 shows a schematic drawing of the autonomous , 
and cycling protocols is provided that includes defining a 55 closed - loop testing procedure , according to one embodiment 
parameter space for a plurality of battery cells being opti- of the invention . 
mized , using a battery cycling instrument for sampling FIG . 2 shows a flow diagram of the algorithm that is 
policies from across the parameter space and include one or implemented using implementation 
multiple repetitions of at least one the policy , specifying 
hyperparameters , where the hyperparameters include 60 DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
resource hyperparameters , parameter space hyperparam 
eters , and algorithm hyperparameters , selecting a subset of Lithium - ion battery time - to - market is long because of 
the charging policies , testing the subset of the charging substantial testing and optimization needed for electro 
policies until a desired accuracy is achieved , employing an chemical protocols . The current invention provides a 
optimal experimental design ( OED ) algorithm in a non- 65 method of shortening battery time - to - market , which ulti 
transitory computer - readable media to obtain recommenda- mately reduces cost . In one aspect , the invention accelerates 
tions for running at least one next test , running the recom- optimization of battery processes using adaptive optimal 

50 
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experimental design ( OED ) . According to one embodiment , a previously unprobed region of the parameter space , while 
the invention includes closed - loop testing to battery optimi- exploitation refers to learning more about a promising 
zation , incorporating an “ adaptive ” optimal experimental region of the parameter space . 
design algorithm to quickly find optimal battery procedures . The current invention applies the teachings of Hoffman et 
This adaptive OED algorithm incorporates predictions of the 5 al . to the battery optimization context , while further incor 
battery lifetime using initial cycling data , as well as asso- porating new ides to enable this implementation . Specifi 
ciated confidence intervals of the prediction , to determine cally , the current invention incorporates two novel features 
whether to continue or stop the current test . If the tests stop , to the Hoffman algorithm , which include early prediction of 
it will determine the next policies to test . When in use , battery lifetime to further reduce the optimization time . 
batteries are cycled in a potentiostat , the lifetime of each cell 10 Here , for a typical battery with a lifetime of 3000 cycles , an 
is estimated from initial cycling results , the adaptive OED accurate early prediction algorithm is provided that uses the 
algorithm intelligently decides when to stop the current tests first 100 cycles will reduce the testing time by a factor of 30 , 
when the prediction has sufficient confidence , and the next albeit at the cost of additional sampling error ( i.e. a reduced 
policies to test are automatically sent to the potentiostat . prediction confidence ) . Second , experiments are considered 

Applications include any battery manufacturing step or 15 to be performed in batches . Since battery testing equipment 
use case that requires optimization . Some examples of is often designed for multiple tests in parallel , as well as for 
processes to optimize include fast charging , formation practical concerns such as cell loading / unloading process , 
cycling , and state - of - health monitoring . data management , and data quality issues , battery cycling is 

The current invention provides an optimization approach typically performed in parallel among many testing " chan 
that is fully data - driven , thereby avoiding these disadvan- 20 nels ” . Since multiple batches are typically required , this 
tages . In one aspect , the method for automated optimization setting essentially runs in " parallel - sequential " mode . FIG . 1 
of battery processes using adaptive optimal experimental shows a schematic drawing of this " closed - loop ” process . 
design ( adaptive OED ) accelerates battery development First , a subset of batteries is tested . This data is inputted into 
times by up to two orders of magnitude . The method of the an early prediction algorithm , which in turn produces pre 
current invention lowers development costs and develop- 25 dictions for lifetime . These predictions are then fed into an 
ment times by orders of magnitude . Further , the invention optimal experimental design algorithm , which develops 
includes intelligent use of early prediction and subsampling recommendations as to which policies to test next . This 
in optimal experimental design . process completes until either the budget is exhausted or the 

Several variations are possible , such as incorporating result is satisfactory . 
additional data probes , including electrochemical imped- 30 Turning now to the algorithm implementation , as shown 
ance spectroscopy ( EIS ) and strain monitoring , optimizing in the flow diagram of FIG . 2 , where in one embodiment , it 
for other conditions , such as minimal volume change from is assumed there is no prior knowledge of the parameter 
swelling , and complete closed - loop testing with integrated space , and in another embodiment , an early prediction 
robotics for automated cell switching . algorithm is provided with preliminary data . Using a non 
The invention employs OED to efficiently probe a mul- 35 transitory computer medium , the algorithm first defines the 

tidimensional parameter space of battery protocols . Here , parameter space , where the parameter space design includes 
efficiency is defined as low cost in terms of time and the number of charging steps , charging time , state - of - charge 
resources ( testing equipment and cells ) . This process runs ( SOC ) range , and bounds on the minimum and maximum 
semi - autonomously , meaning that after the algorithm is current per step . In one exemplary embodiment , a four - step 
designed , human input is only required for manual tasks 40 parameter space to optimize fast charging from 0 % SOC to 
such as loading and unloading cells . The parameter space 80 % SOC in 10 minutes is provided . Each step controls a 
can be either discrete or continuous . 20 % SOC range , i.e. C1 ranges from 0 % to 20 % SOC , C2 

Turning now to the algorithm , where a general method of is from 20 % to 40 % SOC , etc. With this configuration , three 
optimizing multi - step battery protocols is provided . The parameters ( C1 , C2 , and C3 ) are independent , while C4 is 
algorithm maximizes an objective function over a set of 45 specified from the unique combination of C1 , C2 , and D. 
input parameters given a limited budget , specifically ( but not The next step is to discretize the parameter space . In one 
limited to ) the battery context . For example , one objective embodiment , the parameter space is sampled with 0.4C 
includes finding the charging policy , comprising multiple spacing for parameter values below 6C , and sample with 1C 
current steps ( the input parameters ) , with the maximum spacing for parameter values above 1C . In total , the param 
value of lifetime ( the objective function ) . The objective 50 eter space in this example has 224 charging policies . 
function could include the weighted composite of multiple A further step includes collecting a preliminary “ batch ” 
objectives , such as charge time and lifetime . ( data ) of cells cycled to failure . This batch should sample 

Hoffman et al . “ On correlation and budget constraints in policies from across the parameter space and include mul 
model - based bandit optimization with application to auto- tiple repeats of at least one policy . This batch serves a few 
matic machine learning ” , which is incorporated by reference 55 purposes that include generating data to develop an early 
in its entirety , detailed a Bayesian algorithm for fixed - budget prediction model , quantifying the mean , standard deviation , 
optimization of an objective function with three unique and range of cycle lives over the parameter space , and 
design aspects . First , correlation among input parameters quantifying the intrinsic cell - to - cell variation for nominally 
allows one to infer the behavior of similar inputs without identical cells cycled with nominally identical cycling con 
directly testing them , which reduces the number of tests 60 ditions . 
required . In other words , it can be inferred that the perfor- From here hyperparameters are then specified , where 
mance of untested charging policies from the performance these fall into three categories that include resource hyper 
of tested policies . Second , the fixed - budget setting con- parameters , parameter space hyperparameters , and algo 
strains the total number of tests required , a practical limi- rithm hyperparameters . Resource hyperparameters include 
tation often faced in the real world . Third , the algorithm 65 ( a ) the number of available testing channels and ( b ) the 
intelligently balances exploration and exploitation of the number of batches ( constrained by available testing time or 
parameter space . Exploration refers to learning more about the number of cells ) . Parameter space hyperparameters 
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include the ( a ) mean and ( b ) standard deviation of lifetime tions in detailed implementation , which may be derived 
across all policies , as well as ( c ) the standard deviation of a from the description contained herein by a person of ordi 
single policy tested multiple times . These can be estimated nary skill in the art . For example , one embodiment uses 
from the preliminary batch in step above . Algorithm hyper- continuous OED , and another embodiment uses OED with 
parameters include ( a ) gamma , ( b ) initial beta , and ( c ) 5 out any early prediction . All such variations are considered 
epsilon . Gamma controls the degree of similarity between to be within the scope and spirit of the present invention as 
neighboring policies in the parameter space . Beta represents defined by the following claims and their legal equivalents . 
the exploration constant , which controls the balance of 
exploration vs exploitation . Epsilon represents the decay What is claimed : 
constant of beta per round ; as the experiment progresses , 10 1. A method of optimizing charging policies for battery 
epsilon shifts towards stronger exploitation ( given by cell formation or cycling , the method comprising : 
B = Boe ' , where B , represents the exploration constant at a ) defining a parameter space for a plurality of battery 
round t ) . These three hyperparameters can be estimated by cells being optimized for lifetime ; 
creating a simulator based on the range of lifetimes obtained b ) specifying hyperparameters , wherein said hyperparam 
in the preliminary batch , testing all hyperparameter combi- 15 eters comprise resource hyperparameters , parameter 
nations on the simulator , and selecting the hyperparameter space hyperparameters , and algorithm hyperparam 
combination with the best performance ( i.e. that which most eters ; 
consistently obtains the true lifetime ) . c ) selecting a subset of said charging policies , including 

The invention further includes selecting a random subset repetitions of policies , wherein said charging policies 
of charging policies , without replacement . The size of this 20 include one or more charging rates ; 
subset is determined by the number of available testing to d ) testing said subset of said charging policies on the 
channels . This is the first round of closed - loop testing . plurality of battery cells being optimized , using a 

This selected subset is then used to test these policies until battery cycling instrument , until a number of cycles 
the number of cycles required for early prediction is required for accurate lifetime prediction is achieved ; 
achieved . In one implementation , the early prediction algo- 25 e ) employing an optimal experimental design ( OED ) 
rithm requires 100 cycles before returning a prediction . algorithm to obtain recommendations for running at 

The experimental data is then input into early prediction least one next test ; 
algorithm and obtain predictions . The details of the early f ) iteratively seeking a lifetime - optimized charging policy 
prediction method are beyond the scope of this work . according to said hyperparameters by running said 

Next , the predictions are input into the OED algorithm to 30 recommended tests by repeating c ) -e ) above one or 
obtain recommendations for next tests to run . The Bayesian more times using closed - loop lab testing ; and 
correlation between neighboring policies and the determi- g ) providing the lifetime - optimized charging policy as an 
nation of exploration vs exploitation is detailed in Hoffman . output . 
Recommended tests are then run , where the processes 2. The method according to claim 1 , wherein said param 

from above are repeated until the number of cycles required 35 eter space comprises a number of cycling steps , a cycling 
for early prediction is achieved , where the repeated pro- time , a state - of - charge ( SOC ) range , and a boundary on a 
cesses include testing the policies , inputting the data to the minimum and maximum current , voltage , resistance and 
early prediction algorithm , and inputting the predictions into temperature , or temperature , per said cycling step . 
the OED algorithm . 3. The method according to claim 1 , wherein said param 

The final step is to validate the recommended policies , 40 eter space comprises a multi - step parameter space to opti 
which includes confirming that the recommendations from mize formation cycling or charging rate in a series of defined 
the OED are satisfactory by testing multiple cells with these ranges of said SOC within a specified amount of time , 
policies to failure . wherein each said step controls a percentage of each said 
A number of variations to this OED algorithm are pos- SOC range , wherein each said SOC range is independent 

sible , which include multi - phase OED , dynamic early pre- 45 from the other said SOC ranges , wherein a final said SOC 
diction , and multi - cell sampling per policy within the same range is a summation of all said SOC ranges prior to said 
round . Here the Multi - phase OED is defined by considering final SOC range . 
two rounds of closed - loop testing . The first would perform 4. The method according to claim 1 , wherein said resource 
preliminary classification of policies into low - lifetime or hyperparameters comprise a number of available testing 
high - lifetime groups . Since quantitative prediction is not 50 channels , and a number of batches . 
required , this prediction algorithm could use minimal cycles 5. The method according to claim 1 , wherein said param 
( i.e. 5 ) , saving more time . The second phase would proceed eter space hyperparameters comprise a mean and standard 
as described above . The dynamic early prediction is defined deviation of a lifetime across all said policies , and a standard 
by , as more data is collected , the accuracy of an early deviation of a single said policy tested multiple times . 
prediction algorithm increases . The “ batch ” setting could be 55 6. The method according to claim 1 , wherein said algo 
relaxed if the confidence of an early prediction exceeded rithm hyperparameters comprise a degree of similarity 
some threshold ; cells could be terminated early if the between neighboring said policies in said parameter space , 
confidence in the prediction was high , leading to additional an exploration constant to control a balance of exploration 
time savings . Finally , the multi - cell sampling per policy versus exploitation , and a decay constant of said exploitation 
within the same round is implemented in the current setting , 60 constant per round . 
where a maximum of one cell is tested per policy per round . 7. The method according to claim 1 , wherein a prelimi 
The algorithm could be modified to test promising points nary set of cells are configured to generate data to develop 
repeatedly within the same round . an early prediction model , quantify a mean , a standard 

The present invention has now been described in accor- deviation , and a range of lifetime over said parameter space , 
dance with several exemplary embodiments , which are 65 and quantify an intrinsic cell - to - cell variation for nominally 
intended to be illustrative in all aspects , rather than restric- identical cells cycled with nominally identical cycling con 
tive . Thus , the present invention is capable of many varia- ditions . 
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8. The method according to claim 7 wherein the early 
prediction model is a dynamic early prediction model , 
wherein said dynamic early prediction model comprises 
decreasing a size of said preliminary set of cells as more data 
is collected if a prediction confidence increases . 

9. A multi - phase optimal experimental design ( OED ) 
method , wherein said multi - phase OED method comprises a 
first round of closed - loop testing and a second round of 
closed - loop testing , wherein said first round of closed - loop 
testing comprises performing a preliminary classification of 10 
policies into a low - lifetime policy group or a high - lifetime 
policy group , wherein quantitative prediction is not required , 
and wherein said second round of closed - loop testing com 
prises the method of claim 1 . 

10. The method according to claim 1 further comprising 15 
multi - cell sampling per charging policy within a test policy 
round , wherein said multi - cell sampling is directed to one or 
more cells of interest within said test policy round . 

11. The method of claim 1 , wherein the charging policies 
relate to fast charging . 

12. The method of claim 1 , wherein the charging policies 
relate to battery formation . 

13. The method of claim 1 , further comprising validating 
the lifetime - optimized charging policy by testing multiple 
batteries to failure according to the lifetime - optimized 25 
charging policy . 
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